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Abstract 

For the multi-layers process simulation, a large flexibility is needed in the mesh generation, 
specially to ensure a good convergence in stress dependent oxidation modeling. This paper 
presents an efficient numerical treatment for the solution of dopant redistribution and 
segregation when the mesh is completely re-generated at each oxidation step. 

To be applied on up-to-date silicon technologies, the two-dimensional (2D) process simulators have 
to solve the impurity diffusion in all the present layers. Moreover, in order to ensure a good convergence in 
stress dependent oxidation modeling, a large flexibility is required for the oxide mesh generation. In this 
case , the moving boundary problem complicates the numerical treatment of dopant redistribution and 
segregation, specially in the cases of complex geometrical structures. An efficient numerical procedure has 
been proposed for ID simulation [1], but its extension to 2D [2] requires a arduous numerical treatment and 
may lead to very large discretization point numbers. This paper proposes a new and simple method, based 
on the finite element method, that efficiently solves the impurity diffusion and segregation even in the case 
of arbitrarily designed meshes needed for stress effects analysis in oxidation simulation. 

1 Numerical procedure 

A triangular mesh is generated, using Delaunay criterion for the complete structure [3]. The same 
grid is used for the numerical oxidation simulation (oxidant diffusion and elasticity equations) and for the 
impurity diffusion. Fig. 1 shows a typical mesh used for this application. 

For each oxidation incremental step, the following procedure is performed: 

a) The interface and surface nodes motion is calculated from oxidant diffusion and elastic 
displacements. 

b) The lost impurity quantity, Q s , due to the interface motion is calculated for each oxidized layer 
(silicon and polysilicon). Q s , depicted in fig.2(a), is calculated by an integration along the interface using the 
concentration and the concentration spatial derivatives in the oxidation direction given by the finite element 
shape function. 



c) The interface are displaced and the total mesh is re-generated using the new interface nodes and 

a regular grid of internal points. 

d) The impurity concentration are then interpolated in all the layers in anticipating the segregation 
phenomena. The silicon and polysilicon nodes concentrations are directly calculated from the previous 
structure. The new oxide nodes that belongs to the displaced old oxide layer are also interpolated on it. The 
static segregation is unforced on the the interfaces. A Laplacian is then solved on the oxide layer, the already 
interpolated nodal concentration being kept fixed, in order to estimate the concentration of the nodes 
belonging to the newly grown oxide, dT0X. The scheme is illustrated in fig. 2 m which m is the segregation 
coefficient. 

This interpolation scheme induced a impurity quantity increase, Q r given by: 
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e) a diffusion step is then solved simultaneously for all the present layers During this step, the 
interface boundary flux takes into account the static segregation and compensates the quantity QT in order 
to garanty the total dose conservation. The dose conservation flux term is distributed on the interface nodes 
with a ponderation proportional to the nodal (V0X.C)i product, where V o x and C are the oxidation rate and 
the concentration at the node "i". The flux condition at the interface node i is expressed by: 
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where T is the oxidized interface. 

2 Results 

This new numerical technique is applied to the diffusion in wet ambient (1000° C, 2 hours) of a 
phosphorus doped (1.1017 at/cm3) substrate implanted with boron (100 KeV, 1.2 1012 at/cm2). The 
computed doping profiles are compared with those obtained with SUPREM-II in fig.3. An excellent 
agreement is reached for both phosphorus and boron that exhibits opposite type interface segregation. 

The application of the numerical technique to 2D exemple is illustrated in Fig. 4. A boron doped 
channel stopper diffuses during a polysilicon filled trench oxidation. The boron iso-concentration contours 
exhibits clearly the segregation mecanism at the Si/Si02 interface and an excellent numerical stability is 
reached, even for the profile in the grown oxide. The final mesh has been given in fig.l. 

In fig.5 is dispayed the boron channel stopper profile in the case of a LOCOS field oxide. In this 
simulation, the stress effects have been intoduced in the oxidation kinetics accordingly to the model 
proposed by Kao [4]. This final result summarizes the major difficulties present in the coupling between 
oxidation and diffusion simulation. 
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3 Conclusion 

A new numerical procedure for the simulation of dopant redistribution in multi-layers structures 
during oxidation has been developed. This procedure ensures a total dose conservation and has proved to be 
efficient even in the case of complex geometrical configuration. 
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Figure 1: Finite element mesh for the multi-layers process simulation of a trench structure. 
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Figure 2: Concentration interpolation scheme for the moving Si/SiC«2 boundary, (a) Before the oxidation 
step, (b) After the Si/SiO? motion corresponding to an oxide growth thickness dTox. 
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Figure 3: Simulated phosphorus and boron profiles after a wet oxidation, comparison 
results. 
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Figure 4: Boron iso-values contours in the structure of fig. 1 after the trench oxidation. 
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Figure 5: Boron concentration iso-values contours in a LOCOS structure. This simulation includes the stress 
effects in the oxidation kinetics. 


